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People are facing challenges in accessing 
high-quality and timely healthcare due to 
limited medical resources.

“My dying husband could not get an ambulance.”

“More than 377,000 people have 
been waiting for over a year.”

We should be  for ourselvesproactive in creating health

Background



Participant in a survey: 46

“ People tend to 
prioritize their family's 
health over their own. ”

opportunity

47% of individuals have a lack of understanding 
regarding medication risks and vaccines.

80% of individuals do not regularly participate in 
community health activities.

Supporting health 
management 
behaviours
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Individual 

Insights

How can we boost their motivation to 
proactive health management?



Empowering families 
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Build wellbeing support
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Achieve proactive health
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Vision
Use the strong emotional motivation in the family.



Help people convey health care for families while 
improving their own health awareness and capability.
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The sense of responsibility for family health is shifting to the younger generation, 
as the adult children are becoming the new caregivers in the family.

What kind of family？
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David suffers from stomach trouble, which leads to frequent body aches, 

fatigue, and occasional headaches and insomnia. 



These health issues have increased his worries. However, many of his 

lifestyle habits have persisted for over 30 years, hard to make changes. 



He doesn't want to discuss these conditions with his daughter too much 
as it makes him feel progressively 'weaker'. He trusts his doctor's advice 

more than his family's, but it is often difficult to access.

“I deeply wish to have more time 
with my daughter, but don't want 
my illness to stress her out. ”

David · 58 · Father

 Aging, disease and multiple roles bring mental pressur

 Difficulty in changing long-standing bad habit

 Difficulty expressing their needs and health feelings professionally

Frustrations

About him

 Stay health

 Increase emotional connection with his daughte

 Need trusted medical expertise from expert and official platforms

Wants&Needs

* Oxford

* Sales Executive

* Married with one adult children

* Live with wife
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“ I am far away from my father. I 
wish they could share his health 
status with me more, otherwise 
I'm not sure what I can help. ”

 Feel powerless for caring parent

 Lack of common topics and health cognition with parent

 Health advice difficult to be accept by parents

Frustrations

 Help parents improve their health management skill

 Provide parents with emotional support and a better understanding 

of their lives, physical and mental healt

 Deeper and more intimate family relationships

Wants&Needs

Jane · 29 · Daughter
* London

* Audit Accountant

* Single

* Live with friend

Jane is David’s daughter. She isn't too worried about her own health because 

she believes she's still young, even though she often stays up late.



She finds it difficult to keep up-to-date with David's health status due to the 

physical distance between them and her work pressures. Sometimes they 
struggle to have meaningful conversations about health topics due to cognitive 

differences and David's reluctance to express himself.



Jane really wants to help her father lessen the pain of his illness, but 

sometimes David dismisses her ideas because he thinks she's not a doctor.

About her



I used to miss a lot of my daughter's 
life. So now I want to be closer to her.

I want to show my parents that I 
care about them and that I can take 
care of them as well as myself.

Caring for Famil Identifying hea advice and sup

How can I know my parents’ 
health situation if they don’t 
tell me or hind it from me?

How at risk are my parents? 
Can I predict when he will have 
another health episode?

I wish our family can 
communicate in a less 
stressful way.

Parents don't know how to 
express their feelings from a 
professional perspective.

They have their own ways to solve 
the health problems. Sometimes 
they don’t take my opinion.

I want to be an emotional or 
spiritual support to my parents.

I don’t want my family to interfere 
overly and blame me for my behaviour.

My father refuses to take supplements 
because he doesn't want to admit that 
he has health problems. 

I can't interfere too much in my parents' 
lives, but I hope they are capable of 
managing their own health.

My mum noticed of my illness‘s 
symptoms, not me. She knows 
me better myself.

I hope that when I have 
grandchildren, I still have the energy 
and health to play with them.

More people say...



What hinders health support within such families?

 Parents feel pressure to talk their own illness with childre

 Adult Children want to care but Lack of opportunities and 

method of in-depth understandin

 They both need trusted health professional resources

“

”

How might we enhance effective communication and 

participation on health topics between adult children and their 

parents as well as increase overall family health literacy?

problem statement

HMW



Closer and Healthier

Stimulating 
Effective 

Communication

Deliver 
health 

knowledge

"Assisting families in achieving collective 
wisdom about health."

“A health knowledge platform for family 
members to create conversation”



Method

service
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Provide 
common


topics

gamification

Stress-free 
approach

Deliver 
health 

knowledge

Common

knowledge

Content Form

+ Personalised 
data

long-term + easy to 
understand

Health & Family 
Relationships 

Topic Card 
Related Services

Health Newsletter 
service for family 
health conditions

+



Join Play & Maintain Develop

"Jane saw the wellgen service 
advertisement on ins.”

Download and register app, create profile. 
Or give the physical kit to parents.

"Jane registers as a user and fills out a personal 
profile. She sends a link to invite her parents to 
register and associate with a family account."

Parents' personal files can be 

completed in the subsequent 

use of topic cards

Update personal profile. 
Upload health data.

"Jane and parents can choose to 
add detailed health data to their 
respective profiles at any time."

"Jane gets knowledge about her mum's 
arthritis treatment and a reminder to 
get her HPV shot in Newletters, and an 
ad for a local check-up service."

Receive and review the family 
health newsletter regularly

Purchase a physical kit (contains 

basic version of the talking cards).


Browse online ads.

1 2 3

Play topic cards when online video/audio

"When Jane is not at home, she can use the app 
to voice or video chat with her parents using the 
topic cards. They can choose different topics and 
view professional explanations; usage can be 
converted into points."

Participate in the co-
creation of topic cards

"Based on her experience of using topic 
cards with her parents, Jane created 
new questions and shared them in the 
community to earn points. She can also 
spend points to unlock groups of topic 
cards created by friends in the 
community, to gain further experience 
and scores."

"Jane's topic cards got a high 
score. Wellgen platform signed a 
contract with her to add this set 
of cards to the app's professional 
paid topic card library."

Buy branded 
products in the mall

"Jane was so interested in the Mall's 
Topic Card Snacks and Talking Therapies 
Skills Toolkit that she exchanged her 
points for purchase vouchers. "

4.2

5

6

7

4.1 Play the physical version of the topic card 
in family days.

"Jane came home at the weekend, checked 
the instructions with her parents, and started 
playing with the physical topic cards."

Know

"Jane saw the wellgen kit at the boots."
"Jane bought the physical kit to bring home 
to her parents over the weekend"
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"When Jane is not at home, she can use the topic 
card voice or video chat with her parents in the 
app. They can choose different topics and view 
professional explanations; the amount used can 
be exchanged for points."

Participate in the co-
creation of topic cards

"Jane created new questions based on 
her experience of using topic cards with 
her parents, and shared them in the 
community in exchange for points. She 
can also spend points to unlock group of 
topic cards created by group friends, 
experience and score."

"Jane's topic cards got a high 
score. Wellgen platform signed a 
contract with her to add this set 
of cards to the app's professional 
paid topic card library."

Buy branded 
products in the mall

"Jane was so interested in the Mall's 
Topic Card Snacks and Talking Therapies 
Skills Toolkit that she exchanged her 
points for purchase vouchers. "
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4.1 Play the physical version of the topic card 
in family days.

"Jane came home at the weekend, checked 
the instructions with her parents, and started 
playing with the physical topic cards."

Know

"Jane saw the wellgen kit at the boots."
"Jane bought the physical kit to bring home 
to her parents over the weekend"

How can we help Jane express 

her love and care for her parents?
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Search

WellGen

Warming Up

“Warm-up” - Increase understanding, 
Adaptation Using

Parents' personal files can be completed in 
this stage




“Daily Life Scene & Personal Interest 
themes” - Finding Common Topic

Park, Restaurant, Work... 




“Healthy Lifestyle/Healthy Topics” - Raising 
Health Awareness

Diet, Exercise, Diet Exercise, Social 
Relationships, Stress Management...




“Medical Knowledge Theme - Learning 
Based on personalised health needs of 
Families

Disease Prevention, Chronic Disease Care, 
First Aid, Mental Health...

Play topic card while online video/audio

" She can select topics of interest in the app and 
have voice or video chats with her parents. "

4.1
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If I were you Switch other topic

Switch to video

If you were to switch 

roles, how would you 
take care of each other?

 let's keep it cute and 

avoid pointing fingers 
during our chat~

How can you keep your 

bones stronge?

9:41

Switch to voice

 let's keep it cute and 

avoid pointing fingers 
during our chat~

Hey, I'm Gena, your 

friendly AI assistant!

How can you keep your 

bones stronge?

Switch other topic

If you were to switch 

roles, how would you 
take care of each other?

If I were you

9:41
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the topic card in family days.

" Jane purchased physical cards online as well and 
played topic cards with her parents when she got 
home on the weekends."

If your emotions 

could be represented 

by a color, 


what color do you 

think it would be?
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Can you share 
something that has 

been causing you 
significant stress 
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Basic - Stress management
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available in the 

community to help 
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Advanced - Social & Environment
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"she gets knowledge about her mum's stomach 
trouble treatment and a reminder to get her HPV 
shot in Newsletters. "

Receive and review 

the family health newsletter 
regularly
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Search

They ve gotten a bad rap in some circles, 
but eggs are full of nutrients and protein. 
Here's what you need to know.

11/03/2023

Should You Be Eating Eggs

food digestive system
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points for purchase vouchers. "

4.2

5

6

7

4.1 Play the physical version of the topic card 
in family days.

"Jane came home at the weekend, checked 
the instructions with her parents, and started 
playing with the physical topic cards."

Know

"Jane saw the wellgen kit at the boots."
"Jane bought the physical kit to bring home 
to her parents over the weekend"

Develop

Participate in the co-creation community

“Jane creates new questions in the community and 

Because of Jane's active participation, she earns high 

points and can spend them to unlock new topic cards. ”

6

Community

Family Intimacy Score

My Family : 271st
34221

When was the last 
time you felt 

exhausted, and why?

username

532

What are your 
hobbies and 

interests?

username

What is your 
ultimate life goal?

username

3156

This is a topic

username

3156

Ethan
Sophia Alexander

Commun

NEW

CARD

Topic Cards Co-creation
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stress 
managem
ent skills

stress 
managem
ent skills

stress 
managem
ent skills

what is 
mental 
health

power of

talking

support 
and 
underst
anding

Mental health
When facing stress, anxiety, and 

emotional challenges, the 

understanding and support of loved 

ones are invaluable resources. 

WellGen

9:41



Join Play & Maintain Develop

"Jane saw the wellgen service 
advertisement on ins.”

Download and register app, create profile. 
Or give the physical kit to parents.

"Jane registered as a user and filled out a 
personal profile. Send a link to invite parents 
to register and associate as a family account."

Parents' personal files can be 

completed in the subsequent 

use of topic cards

Update personal profile. 
Upload health data.

"Jane and parents can choose to 
add detailed health data to their 
respective profiles at any time."

"Jane gets knowledge about her mum's 
arthritis treatment and a reminder to 
get her HPV shot in Newletters, and an 
ad for a local check-up service."

Receive and review the family 
health newsletter regularly

Purchase a physical kit (contains 

basic version of the talking cards).


Browse online ads.

1 2 3

Play topic cards when online video/audio

"When Jane is not at home, she can use the topic 
card voice or video chat with her parents in the 
app. They can choose different topics and view 
professional explanations; the amount used can 
be exchanged for points."

Participate in the co-
creation of topic cards

"Jane created new questions based on 
her experience of using topic cards with 
her parents, and shared them in the 
community in exchange for points. She 
can also spend points to unlock group of 
topic cards created by group friends, 
experience and score."

"Jane's topic cards got a high 
score. Wellgen platform signed a 
contract with her to add this set 
of cards to the app's professional 
paid topic card library."

Buy branded 
products in the mall

"Jane was so interested in the Mall's 
Topic Card Snacks and Talking Therapies 
Skills Toolkit that she exchanged her 
points for purchase vouchers. "

4.2

5

6

7

4.1 Play the physical version of the topic card 
in family days.

"Jane came home at the weekend, checked 
the instructions with her parents, and started 
playing with the physical topic cards."

Know

"Jane saw the wellgen kit at the boots."
"Jane bought the physical kit to bring home 
to her parents over the weekend"

Develop

Purchase co-branded health 
products at the online mall

“Jane also redeemed points for a healthy food coupon 
as a gift for her father.”

7
Community

Health product

This is productThis 
is product

£15.9

This is productThis 
is product

£15.9

This is productThis 
is product

£15.9

This is productThis 
is product

£15.9

Commun
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first aid

Food

SPORTS

relationship

Hi！Alex 

9:41

Search

WellGen

Warming Up

stress 
managem
ent skills

stress 
managem
ent skills

stress 
managem
ent skills

what is 
mental 
health

power of

talking

support 
and 
underst
anding

Mental health
When facing stress, anxiety, and 

emotional challenges, the 

understanding and support of loved 

ones are invaluable resources. 

WellGen

9:41

stress 
managem
ent skills
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managem
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stress 
managem
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what is 
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health
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talking

support 
and 
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anding

Mental health
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WellGen

Dr. Sarah Johnson
Doctor

Alex Smith
Emergency Nurse

Allison Smith
First Aid Instructor

sTART

In emergencies, having 
knowledge and skills in first 
aid is crucial. Our topic cards 
cover techniques, common 
situations, and equipment 
use, helping families 
understand how to respond 
and protect well-being.

first aid

9:41

If I were you Switch other topic

Switch to video

If you were to switch 

roles, how would you 

take care of each other?

 let's keep it cute and 

avoid pointing fingers 
during our chat~

How can you keep your 

bones stronge?

9:41

Switch to voice

 let's keep it cute and 

avoid pointing fingers 
during our chat~

Hey, I'm Gena, your 

friendly AI assistant!

How can you keep your 

bones stronge?

Switch other topic

If you were to switch 

roles, how would you 

take care of each other?

If I were you

9:41
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Family Intimacy Score

My Family : 271st
34221

When was the last 
time you felt 

exhausted, and why?

username

532

What are your 
hobbies and 

interests?

username

What is your 
ultimate life goal?

username

3156

This is a topic

username

3156
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Sophia Alexander
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Health product
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is product
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This is productThis 
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£15.9
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is product
£15.9
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References

Commun

Workplace Sports

Title

Taps

#Sports #mental health +

Sections

 Basic - combined with real life (Recommend)

 Professional knowledge (Recommend)

introduction

Decrepit the  purpose of this topic card?

0/100

Topic Cards Group Template

Co-creation

9:41

11/03/2023

sfnasjdjnfoasdnoasu

newsletter

Newsletter

01/03/2023

Search

They ve gotten a bad rap in some circles, 
but eggs are full of nutrients and protein. 
Here's what you need to know.

11/03/2023

Should You Be Eating Eggs

food digestive system
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Family health

Sophia
31

34221

92%

Basic Information

49%

Health Data

49%

Health test

Family health

Karen
56

34221

9:41

Topic Card

Co-creation community

Newsletter Family Health Profile

If your emotions 

could be represented 

by a color, 


what color do you 

think it would be?

Warm-up

Can you share 
something that has 

been causing you 

significant stress 
lately?

Basic - Stress management

What resources are 
available in the 

community to help 
us stay healthy? 

Advanced - Social & Environment



potential customer data
promotion and advertising

advertising fees

Data & information

service & goods

intangible value

money

Co-development product profits

Content development support

promotion and advertising

health data.

 Topic card game 
services and products

 newsletter
 Third-party health 

management services 
and products.

Purchase and Subscribe.

Health

Newsletter

topic card 
game

wellgen

Co-Creation 
community

family user

adult children

middle-age 
parents 

wELLGEN

PLATFORM

content partner
Family 

Therapist

AI company

health coaches

medical magazine

health 
monitoring 
products

Health product & service

physical 
examination

genetic 

testing

health 

insurance

Organic 
food 

healthy 
supplements

system map



 Alleviate the pressure of 
transferring family 
responsibilities.

 Subtly raise attention and 
concern for their health.

 Reduce the stress and 
consequent costs of 
illness

 To enhance health 
awareness and 
knowledge levels.

 Attract more household-
based users as customers, 
increase service and 
product sales

 Assist businesses in 
enhancing their social 
impact.

 Help independent 
experts and medical 
journals enhance their 
reputation and expand 
their influence

 Gain potential clients.

adult children

middle-age 
parents 

health 
monitoring 
products

Health product & service

physical 
examination

genetic 

testing

health 

insurance

Organic 
food 

healthy 
supplements

content partner
Family 

Therapist

AI company

health coaches

medical magazine

wELLGEN

PLATFORM

Value



Closer and Healthier

Feedback & 
adjustments

Action & 
Support

Family Health Support Pathway

Communication

& Understanding

Gain Knowledge

& Participation

Awareness Enhancement

Developing plans

with professional 

help

Assisting families in achieving collective wisdom about health.


Start family health support pathway

Discover & Identify 
problems & needs



"We like this idea, even though we haven't considered 'the overall wellbeing of the family' before. But this is a great service to 
enhance family communication and strengthen emotional connections."

"This is a method that enhances my 
understanding of my children and allows 

me to "participate more in their lives.

"I am more interested in some hobbies 
than in health. But this is an interesting 

way for family ."communication

"I hope to  share 
information and discuss 

specific topics with certain 
family members."

selectively



Usability Testing

Child
 Some cases prefer voice or text-based conversations over video, 

which may interfere with emotional expression.



Parents:
 There are concerns about personal privacy and health data, 

particularly because companies like Facebook and Twitter often 
collect data without permission. Although GDPR might provide 
better protection in the EU, they are still worried

 The complexity of using smartphones also causes concern, with 
wishes for easier data upload."

The feedback summary:

“This is an excellent service concept. By incorporating a gamification 
model and establishing partnerships with external certification 
providers, we can make it both motivating and valuable.”

 The challenge posed by different time zones and busy schedules 

necessitates the utilization of fragmented time to discuss health topics 

with family members, integrating them into daily life

 There is a need for greater inclusivity and gamified guidance to make it 

easier for people to complete tasks, even without high levels of 

proficiency. This could be similar to the approach taken by applications 

like Duolingo.

The feedback summary:

Service concept testing



Usability Testing

Child
 Some cases prefer voice or text-based conversations over video, 

which may interfere with emotional expression



Parents:
 concerns about personal privacy and health data, given that 

companies like Facebook and Twitter often collect your data 
without asking (GDPR might be better for the EU).

 Worried about the complexity of using smartphones and wishing it 
was easier to upload data.

The feedback summary:

“This is an excellent service concept. By incorporating a gamification 
model and establishing partnerships with external certification 
providers, we can make it both motivating and valuable.”

 The challenge posed by different time zones and busy schedules 

necessitates the utilization of fragmented time to discuss health topics 

with family members, integrating them into daily life

 There is a need for greater inclusivity and gamified guidance to make it 

easier for people to complete tasks, even without high levels of 

proficiency. This could be similar to the approach taken by applications 

like Duolingo.

The feedback summary:

Service concept testing

Reflections

 Utilize fragmented tim

 Inclusivity and gamification guidance make it easier for users to engag

 Pay attention to user privac

 Help family members to manage boundarie

 Focus more on the diverse needs of users, providing more choices in 

communication form

 Explore the possibility of partnering with a health data company or EHR 

(Electronic Medical Records) to streamline health data import



Ttotal addressable 

market,TAM

About 6.4 million households are expected to 

have children in the 25-35 age range in 2028

Serviceable available 

market,SAM

The number of middle-class households in the 25-35 age 

range is projected to be about 2.1 million in 2028

Serviceable obtainable 
market,SOM

Market Size Analysis social impact

  UK , 

NHS  

    a yea

    a yea

   a yea

    

Mental health problems,

Alcohol-related injuries,

Obesity,

Diabetes, 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD),

£118 billion a year

£15.55 billion

£3.5 billion

£6 billion

£10 billion

£18 billion

× 9.4%≈£4.7billionSAM is 9.4% of the total 
UK population

2.1 million (SAM) x 75% (population interested in health) x 

40% (channel coverage) x 50% (households willing and able 

to pay for subscription) = ~315,000 households

Saving money for families, the NHS and society as a whole.

Pricing strategy per household should be 


£40.4M / 315,000 = £128.25. (average value)
SOM= £40.4M

NHS/UK spending on important diseases or health issues each year



Family health management marketMarket position
Health education

Market for tools to 
improve family 
relations

Family 
Entertainment 

Market

Family organisation 
and communication

Family communication

Smart Home Devices

Health counselling

Nutrition and 
dietary 
management

Mental health

Family Lifestyle

Video 
communication

Toys and 
board games

Board game

Behaviour 
change

Instant messaging (IM)

Card game

Healing Cards

Health 
Information



 25-35 year old adult children 

(hope to help improve the health 

level of their parents, usually busy 

with daily life

 50-60 year old parents (lack 

health awareness, but hope to 

improve their health level)

It is estimated that by 2028, 

about 6.4 million households will 

have children in the age range of 

25-35, and the number of 

middle-class households in this 

range is about 2.1 million.

Provide customers with an AI-

assisted self-service platform. 

The topic cards have community 

co-creation template options.

Adopting "online + offline" channels, 

sales and services are conducted 

through our own platform.


We collaborate with retailers to sell 

tools like topic cards, while also 

guiding users to use online services.

Through health topic cards and 

services related to these cards, 

we facilitate effective 

communication within families 

and enhance health awareness.



We offer long-term professional 

and effective health knowledge 

through our broadcasting service 

tailored to family health 

conditions, aiming to raise health 

consciousness in families.



We help connect family members, 

providing them opportunities to 

express their care and love for 

each other.

Product development 

Provide customer service and 

collaborate with professionals in 

the fields of medicine, psychology, 

and family relations to develop 

new services.

Health insurance companies 

Health examination companies 

Genetic testing companies 

Health monitoring product 

companies 

Health consulting companies 

The NHS, professionals in the fields 

of medicine, psychology, and family 

relations

 Expertise in the healthcare fiel

 Collaboration with artificial 

intelligence companies (machine 

learning, natural language 

processing

 Integrated database -- collaboration 

with some cloud platform companie

 Collaboration with the NHS

Research and development costs 

Labor costs 

Production costs 

Marketing costs

Sales of physical/online card products (one-time purchase/subscription) 

Value-added services related to the product (subscription) 

Family health broadcasting service (free, with advertising as a source of profit) 

Online product services on the platform (free, to attract more users)



 Research and development cost
 Labor cost
 Production cost
 Marketing costs

Cost Structure Revenue Streams

 Sales of physical/online card products 

      (one-time purchase/subscription

 Value-added services related to the product 
(subscription

 Family health broadcasting service (free, 
with advertising as a source of profit

 Online product services on the platform 
(free, to attract more users)

Business Rationale

“Continuing to innovate and ensure 
quality services”

“To benefit more families and ensure 
sustainable development.”



Future impact

 Individual

Family

Community

NHS

Raise awareness

Strengthen emotional connection

Behavior change

Improve health level 

Increase participation

Reduce morbidity rate 
Save budget
Alleviate medical resource strain

Closer and Healthier



Thank you :)



 Guide Topic Card Usage Proces
 Professional Information 

Annotations & Communication 
Tips During Use

 External Resource Links

Play a physical Family 
Customised Topic Card 
(optional) 

Online video/audio play 
topic cards

 Choose from a variety of topic 
decks to use and score

 View professional notes or 
video explanations while using.

Children

user actions

LINE OF 

INTERACTION

Front of stage  

interaction

Back of stage 

interaction

Support process

LINE OF VISIBILITY

LINE OF INTERNAL 

INTERACTION

Physical 

evidence

Parents

Boots

Pharmacy

Home PhoneDaily sceneHomePhone

 Service Introductio
 Operation Procedure 

Guideline
 Family Sharing Tips

Download & 
register the app,

Share with parents

 Topic Card Instruction
 Show app QR code

Play the physical 

topic card offline

View instructions 
on how to use

Extract profile keyword 
matches and create a 
"Home Basic Topic 
Card Library".

Prompts the user to 
associate a family profile

Build family profile

Link family users and 
choose whether to 
share information

 Message Push

 Match and push health 
knowledge based on 
family profile  

Receive and check 
the family health 
newsletter regularly.



Receive relevant 
adverts for health 
management 
services.

Develop / In-depth usePlay & MaintainJoin & Pre-playKnow

 Ask questions,
 Fill out profiles

Children fill in personal 
health profile

 Basic Informatio
 Needs / challenge about 

health&communicationBrowse online ads

 Offline Retail Service 
Experienc

 Online Service Messaging

Purchase Physical 

Toolkit


(Includes Basic 

Topic Cards)

Social 
Media

PhoneWearable 
Devices

Phone Branded Derivative 

Product

GP


NHS Web
NHS Health 

reports

Contracted experts in psychology/medicine, etc.

Purchase of "Health Skills 

Toolkit" and derivative 

products such as "Talking 

Points Snacks"

 View designers and contact 
for in-depth enquir

 Redeem points for coupons 
on branded partner products

 Collaborate with Experts to Develop 
Skill Package

 Collaborate with health food brands, 
etc. to design derivative products

 Transaction Proces
 Provide Expert 

Contact Information

Collaborating Experts, Health 
Product Companies

Creation of a user database User DatabaseAI data retrieval system

Participate in Topic Card 

Co-Creation

 Upload your own topic cards to get 
points

 Spend points to use the group's 
self-created topic card sets, 
experience and rate them; High 
ratings cards can be added to the 
professional paid topic card library

 Open Topic Card Design Templat
 Review User-Created Topic Card 

Content

 Release of User-Created 
Topic Card Sets

User Database

 Transaction Proces
 Points Reminder

 Data analysis to generate 
"Upgraded Family Topic 
Card Library"

 Paid subscription or single 
purchase required to unlock 
15+ drawing card topic

 Points are exchanged based 
on the number of topic decks 
used

Unlock the “Home Upgrade 

Topic Card library”

User Database
AI Data Retrieval 

System
AI Data Retrieval 

System

 Guide Data Updat
 Privacy Information 

Authorization Reminder

 Authorized data impor
 User data update

Choose to fill in 
personal health data 
to update the profile.

 Physical Examination 
Informatio

 EHR (NHS Electronic 
Health Record

 Wearable device dat
 Residence information

EHR/Health Data Detection 
Service Provider Data Interface

Medical/Health Professional 
Resource Library

Build a library of topic cards based 
on the topic card design template

appendix - Service Blueprint


